Putting the Brakes on Future Disasters:

Colorado Takes Leadership Role In
Protecting Against Future Risks.
BACKGROUND
The September 2013 flood event in Colorado lasted seven days, and
left behind a path of destruction that spanned some 2,380 square miles.
More than 3,000 evacuations were carried out, over 17,000 homes
damaged, and an estimated 1,800 homes completely destroyed. The
Colorado roadway network suffered severe damage, requiring more
than $700 million in repairs.
In September 2013, flood damage on US-34
destroyed an entire section of roadway.

In February 2016, a rockfall closed I-70 in Glenwood
Springs for two weeks.

In May 2017, a fire on I-25 closed roadway during
rush hour and damaged pavement.

Unfortunately, Colorado has experienced six major declarations of
disasters in the past seven years. Since the 2013 flood event, Colorado
endured a major rockfall event in 2016 that closed I-70 in the Glenwood
Canyon for approximately two weeks. Alternative routes not designed
to accommodate the detouring traffic also experienced damage. In
May 2017, a tanker truck carrying fuel crashed and caught fire resulting
in several hours of closure of all lanes in the Metro Denver area. The fire
burned off several inches of asphalt resulting in emergency repairs.
Building on the lessons learned from these events, the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT) and the Colorado Division Office
of Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) have developed a data
driven approach to proactively identify and address vulnerabilities of
the system from potential physical threats such as rockfall, flooding,
and landslides.

PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF THREATS
The I-70 Risk and Resilience (R&R) Pilot began in August 2016, and
builds on the work completed by CDOT in the wake of the 2013 flood
event. It is a first-of-its kind approach, one meant to address vulnerabilities in Colorado’s highway infrastructure before they ever become
a concern. 450 miles of I-70 from the Utah border in the west to the
Kansas border in the east have been analyzed for the potential of future
damage and closures from physical threats. The Pilot covers an incredibly diverse range of geographies and climates in both urban and rural
areas, and considers multiple significant threats—ranging from
avalanche to wildfire, as well as human-made threats, such as highvehicle bridge strikes.

The decision to initiate this work is not unlike the everyday, commonsense choices made by Coloradans in their personal
lives. Installing an alarm system in your home, or purchasing a car with air bags, protects you and your loved ones while
simultaneously reducing insurance premiums. It pays to plan ahead.
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The I-70 corridor was analyzed as a series of segments that reflect on and off points to the facility for the traveling public
onto CDOT maintained roadways.
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All of the relevant threats to the I-70 corridor were included in the study, with annual risks to both CDOT (as owners of
the highway facilities) and the traveling public calculated as shown in the above graphic. The most significant physical
threats to I-70 include rockfall and flooding. Other potential events that could damage I-70 and impact travel on the corridor include avalanches, landslides, and high-vehicle bridge strikes. Armed with a better understanding of these threats,
CDOT will now begin to identify the most cost-effective solutions that can be implemented at specific sites to reduce the
risk of damage from future events. Resilience measures could include new roadway/bridge design, identification of a new
alternate route, operational plans or improved maintenance.

NEXT STEPS

CDOT is currently analyzing the findings of the Pilot and determining how best to address at-risk locations. This
analysis includes an assessment of a range of mitigation measures and includes benefit-cost analysis of potential
mitigation measures to identify potential risk reduction and system resilient solutions. Next the agency will determine
other corridors to be a part of the risk and resilience process, and how to use the results to inform day-to-day asset
management, design, operations and maintenance decisions.

